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WORKSHOP
How to minimize the costs of 

acquisition with smart and 

predictive methods. 

Light Copy 

by Luke Terheyden,
Solution Architect
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Cost & Conversion - A Balancing Act

Acquiring traffic
Converting traffic

Direct offer 



The Value of Behavioral Data 
Our actions reveal a lot of information

What type of journey is the visitor on?

What is the potential value of a website visitor?

How price sensitive is a website visitor?

How likely are they to convert? 
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● Metasearch Link

● 2nd visit

Visited offers 

page twice

● 4-night weekend stay

● Family booker

● Cheapest room type

The Data Trail
Our actions reveal a lot about our thoughts

● Long time in 

booking process

● Goes back to 

rooms page 

● Mouse exiting 

page
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33% Drop Off Filling in Details

Period: November 3rd - December 3rd 2018 , single hotel example
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Traffic Generation 
Optimise Social Retargeting & Metasearch

Bid on 
high 
value/ 
converting 
traffic

Bid on 
high value 
traffic

Bid on 
high 
converting  
traffic
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Onsite Targeting
Target visitors with offers who need the push

Convert 
high value 
visitors

Convert 
high value 
visitors

Convert 
Price 
Sensitive 
visitors

Ensure 
they book 
direct
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Objective

Encourage booking direct without 

incurring additional cost to hotel

Opportunity

Highlight lack of direct booking 

incentives directly against 3rd parties

 

Results

+10.8% conversion rate

Zero-cost Perks
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High Value 
Exit Offer

Objective

Appeal to high value bookers when 

attempting to abandon the booking

Opportunity

Target visitors booking 7 or more nights 

or high value room category

Results “Couples targeting”

+47 recovered bookings in 3 months
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Objective

Reduce booking abandonment based 

on price sensitivity 

Opportunity

Offer a compelling but non-price 

focused benefit

Results

+515 rescued bookings for 4 hostels 

over 3 months

 

Price Sensitive 
Targeting
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Objective

Rescue bookers leaving the website

Opportunity

Use a full-page banner to interrupt 

exiting guests and offer them a highly 

personalised voucher

Results 

+336 recovered bookings in 5 months

+$181,246 additional revenue

Personalised Offers



Conclusions

1. Not always a trade-off between cost and direct 
bookings

2. Data tells us a lot about who the visitor is

3. Targeting offers and targeting ad spend can increase 
cost efficiency
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"Hotelchamp helps hotels to increase direct bookings"

"The company has raised $4.67m of funding so far and is clocking up 
industry awards"

Hotelchamp HQ
Amsterdam 

The Netherlands

Contact
+31 20 26 13 844

welcome@hotelchamp.com

hotelchamp.com

Dev Center
Groningen 

The Netherlands

Luke Terheyden

Solution Architect

Social Media
linkedin.com/company/hotelchamp

facebook.com/hotelchamp

twitter.com/hotelchamp_com

“Europe’s 100 Hottest Startups 2018”

Boost Direct Revenue
Build Guest Relationships

Visit our stand!
Want to hear more? 

Contact

gilberto@hotelchamp.com

https://vimeo.com/229557732
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidprosser/2017/09/06/seven-travel-tech-start-ups-taking-europe-by-storm/#1a3ee8f57761

